gg	JAPAN MUST FIGHT BRITAIN
She was also rapidly extending her influence into Korea,
This had brought her into direct collision with Japan, and
it was anticipated that, sooner or later, the two would
fight. Bertie referred to the danger to British interests in
the Far East of Russian encroachments, and the still greater
danger of a combination in that part of the world of Russia,
France, and Germany, and discussed how Japan might
serve to avert it. He argued that a defeated Japan, for all
that Britain might support her after the event, would count
for little. A victorious Japan might, in herself, prove as
great a danger as that which it was hoped she might serve
to avert. But a great country like Russia would not readily
resign herself to defeat and, should Japan capture and occupy
the Liao-tung Peninsula, would eventually attempt to
recover it. In Lord Bertie's own words, cthe yellow danger
would be kept in check by Russia and the Russian danger
by Japan'.
That shows plainly enough what England was after !
It wasn't to help Japan : nor was it to have it in for
Russia so that she shouldn't rise again. No ! England's
game was to let Japan and Russia fight while she stood
by to rake in the spoils. She hoped that the Liao-
tung Peninsula would become a second Alsace-Lorraine
and remain a bone of contention between Japan and
Russia to the exhaustion of both. From the very first,
she made the Alliance to get Japan to fight Russia for her,
while she looked on with her hands in her pockets waiting
for 'the fisherman's spoils'.* Russia was encroaching on
British preserves in North China and threatened to come
into the important Yangtze Valley. India, too, was in
danger. It seemed as though a collision between the two
Powers could hardly be avoided. It was to meet this con-
tingency that England gave an exhibition of her traditional
and masterly diplomacy. Instead of fighting Russia herself,
she got Japan to do so, while she played the part of the
fisherman.
In brief, in accord with her traditional policy, England
is ^ endeavouring to keep Japanese progress and expansion
within bounds. So long as Japanese growing influence does
not extend into her preserves, she can hardly complain.
* The reference is to a fable about a fisherman watching a kingfisher
and a clam fight and bagging both when exhausted.—Translator.

